Good afternoon, my name is James Haynes and I am here today on behalf of Veterans Education Success. Student veterans have long been subjected to deceptive and misleading recruiting and enrollment by predatory for-profit colleges and their lead generators.

We applaud the Commission for taking action against predatory for-profit colleges, including University of Phoenix and DeVry University, and for shutting down several lead generator websites including army.com and air-force.com for “pretending to be U.S. military recruiters, or affiliated with the military.”¹,² These websites interfered with US military recruitment and patriotic Americans’ desire to enlist. We thank the Commission for taking action against Career Education Corporation for its use of these deceptive lead generators and we urge the Commission to act against the other colleges that paid for and partnered with these pernicious websites -- as we outlined in our petition to the Commission dated June 19, 2020.³

We also urge the Commission to act against several other lead generator websites that deserve the Commission’s attention, as we outlined in our second petition to the Commission dated June 19, 2020.⁴

Finally, we strongly urge the Commission to proactively enforce the FTC Act--including using the long-dormant Penalty Offense Authority--against these predators in higher education. Thank you for your time.


